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An RPG where you are in the shoes of Ronin, a Formerly retired soldier of the... Disclaimer: The Mana
Defense Force is not affiliated to any Mana Compilation or any Mana series, but this game is also
designed to promote the General Mana Compilation, a franchise coming soon. Any references to
Mana Compilation and Mana Series will be done with non-profit intentions and profit will not be
involved. Music: Shinkyu and Moriyoshi Ohnishi. History: Ronald created a special task force for a
mission to save the Mana Deposits scattered all across Japan. After completing the mission and
resolving the perverted experiments of the corrupt scientists, he decided to retire and has since then
been living happily alone with his new companion. His new friend is an eight year old little girl that
has a bad habit of calling everyone by their family names. Namely, he is called Ronin by Littleluli.
Ronin has been played several times by Chrono. The second run of a character with a new game was
Chrono X. In that game, Ronin takes on the same role as he does in Echo Tokyo but the story
involves a sprite of his deceased wife. You can learn more about Chrono X in the New Game Plus
section of this guide. Combat is turn-based. Ronin can attack from the left or right of the screen or
back, the latter allowing him to reach enemies behind. His attack depends on the type of weapon he
is holding. Barrel: the best weapon in the game. Kills in two shots. Shotgun: kills with 3 shots, deals
more damage for the rest of the game. Machine Gun: loses its accuracy after 2 shots. Ronin can use
spells up to level 3. Each spell can be put into a different spell list. The spell list chosen is linked to
the weapon that is used to cast the spell. Status Boost: This boosts all stats and increases
endurance. Boost Power: Boosts a single stat like Endurance, Magias, speed and accuracy. Can only
be done once per game per weapon. Physibles: Physibles play an important role in the game.
Physibles represent the Mana you are using at the time. Each Mana type has its own unique Physible.
Physibles can be equipped onto the character but it will have a different effect depending on the
type of Physible. Weapons can hold Physibles as well. Gems and

NULLORE: Beginning Features Key:
Explore and customize over 350 different playable and non-playable characters.
Use weapons in battle, to protect allies, and destroy enemies.
Interact with non-playable characters and have unique interaction events with them, such as
drunken parties and light concerts.
Experience story-related cutscenes, can be viewed at any time, and can be skipped if you wish.
Enjoy self-sufficient exploration that takes place anywhere and everywhere!
Capcom has included all DLC included in the physical copy of Super Neptunia RPG as part of this
downloadable content package.
The additional DLC included (or included in previous versions) is summarized below.

Ver. 1.5

Added the environment suits for the Super Neptunia RPG game.
Remade the background art for each of the DLC. Titles are; "Portrait", "Mandelbrot", "Crystal
Shower", "Dead Dragons", "The Right Hand of Doom", and "Anno Ambedui".

Ver. 1.2
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Made an improved version of the in-game screen used to introduce the player’s team and
hometown.
Made some well-received changes to the battle system.
Made some improvements to support the compatibility of the game data between the PlayStation
Vita and PlayStation 4.

Ver. 1.0

First release version of the game. This version is more than halfway completed on Wii U/Wii,
PlayStation Vita/PlayStation 4, and PC.
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